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Band widening in graphite
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The valence band width of graphite is determined with high accuracy by imaging the momentum distribution
of photoelectrons for various binding energies. Compared to local-density-functional theory, the experimental
band width~22.0 eV! is stretched by about 11%. Quasiparticle calculations, which properly describe electron
interaction effects on the excited states of a solid, give a width of 21.8 eV, in agreement with the experiment
within the experimental and theoretical relative uncertainty of about 1%. The results demonstrate the impor-
tance of including final-state and associated many-body effects into the theoretical description of the electronic
structure of solids.@S0163-1829~99!11403-6#
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Band calculations are at the foundation of understand
the electronic structure of solids. The most common theo
ical method for obtaining energy bands and total energie
solids and surfaces is the local-density approximat
~LDA !.1 This approach has been surprisingly successful
computing band dispersions, requiring very accurate b
measurements to detect any systematic difference betw
LDA and experiment. This paper presents high-precis
band structure measurements of graphite which test the
its of the local density approximation. We also go beyo
this approximation by performing quasiparticle band cal
lations. In so doing, we also consider the many-body mec
nisms~i.e., exchange and correlation or self-energy effec!
which influence band energies.

Particular emphasis here is placed on the band width,
cause this is often considered the single most impor
quantity characterizing the valence band of a material.
far, rather few angle-resolved photoemission measurem
have been performed with an accuracy of a few perc
which is required to quantify the difference between m
sured and theoretical band widths. For a typical simple m
~Na! a band narrowing by 18% has been found relative to
LDA, and quasiparticle calculations suggest varying degr
of self-energy band narrowing.2–4 For a prototype insulato
~LiF! and wide-gap semiconductor~diamond!, respectively,
a 17~Ref. 5! and 7%~Ref. 6! band widening compared to th
LDA has been found in measurements and quasipar
calculations.7,8
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Graphite has traditionally been a test system for dem
strating the band-mapping capacity of angle-resolved ph
emission. It is worthwhile, therefore, to consider this sem
metal for study, particularly in view of the fact that th
bandwidth discrepancy changes its sign from metals to se
conductors. Earlier experimental results for the valence b
width in graphite vary significantly. Results from laborator
based x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy~XPS! investigations
of 24 eV61 eV ~Ref. 9! are different from band widths ob
tained with angle-resolved photoelectron spectrosc
~ARPES! at synchrotron sources. Bianconiet al. reported a
width of 22.5 eV,10 Eberhardtet al., and McGovernet al.
derived 20.6 eV60.3 eV,11 Law et al. found 21 eV and
22.3 eV60.2 eV,12 and Costanzoet al. reported widths of
20.5 eV for polygraphite and 21.0 eV for highly oriente
pyrolytic graphite~HOPG!.13 In a recent electron momentum
spectroscopy experiment, Voset al.obtained a width of 21.5
to 22.5 eV.14 Mirroring the large scatter in experimental va
ues, theoretical results vary from 19.2 to 21.9 eV, with m
of these results obtained using the LDA. While early LD
calculations indicated good agreement with some of
above experimental band widths~20.8, 21.5 eV!,15 recent
results are generally below 20 eV, and full-potential resu
appear to be converging to around 19.6 eV.16,17 In contrast,
our theoretical investigation based on quasiparticle calc
tions derives a bandwidth of 21.8 eV60.2 eV. Previous qua-
siparticle calculations by Zhu and Louie18 indicate a similar
value ~21.5 eV!.
4680 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 4681BAND WIDENING IN GRAPHITE
We have performed an accurate valence band mappin
graphite at room temperature by employing an imaging p
toelectron spectrometer,19 which allows for a data rate order
of magnitude higher than was obtainable with single-an
spectrometers. A total of 53106 image points were acquire
at different angles, photon energies, and electron energ
The experiments were performed by utilizing the high fl
and small spot size of the undulator Beamline 8.0 at
Advanced Light Source. A synthetic single-domain sing
crystal of Kish graphite provided by Takahashi was o
gassed in vacuum at pressures in the 10210 mbar range, and
photoelectron momentum distribution images were taken
a set of 35 different binding energies throughout the vale
band. Each of these images represents an isoenergetic
through momentum space, i.e., shows an intensity distr
tion of emitted photoelectrons for a given binding energ
with different locations within an image being directly r
lated to different values ofki , the electron momentum par
allel to the sample surface. For all images presented here
detected electron kinetic energy was kept fixed at 130
and the incident photon energy was varied in order to pr
electronic states with different binding energies. The ove
energy resolution was determined to be better than 0.5 eV
full width at half maximum ~FWHM! analysis of theK
points for binding energies close to the Fermi level yielde
conservative upper limit for the angular resolution of 1.
corresponding to aki resolution of better than 0.1 Å21.

Figure 1 shows images for binding energies near pro
nent points of the graphite valence band structure. Feat
of high intensity are depicted as dark regions. In order
include the transmission of the analyzer, all images w
normalized by an image of the secondary electron distri
tion at identical analyzer settings. A symmetrization of t
images has been performed according to the threefold s
metry of the three-dimensional graphite crystal. All featu
in Fig. 1 were clearly visible in the unsymmetrized raw da
In particular, the valence band width reported here could
derived from both symmetrized and unsymmetrized imag

In detail, Fig. 1~a! shows the distribution pattern near th
Fermi energy, for which the corners of the central hexag
define the position of theK points of the first~surface! Bril-
louin zone, where thep band intersects the Fermi level20

~refer to Ref. 21 for a depiction of the two-dimension
graphite band structure!. The K points in higher Brillouin
zones are visible towards the edge of the image. Figure~b!
was recorded near the top of thep band~at theM points! of
the first Brillouin zone. Note that two of the points of highe
intensity in the central ring~the M points! lie on a vertical
line which includesG at the center of the image, whereas
Fig. 1~a! two of the highest intensity points~theK points! are
found on a horizontal line. Figure 1~c! was recorded at a
binding energy of 4.5 eV, just below the predicted top of t
s bands atG. As evident from the image, no central hig
intensity feature is seen, the result of a Brillouin-zone sel
tion effect.21 Yet s band emission intensity atG is observed
in Fig. 1~c! in higher Brillouin zones~six G points near the
edge of the image!, consistent with the same selection ru
The central ring feature in Fig. 1~c! is ascribed to thep band,
and it continues to decrease in diameter in Fig. 1~d! until it
reaches its bottom at theG point at a binding energy close t
that of Fig. 1~e!. In Fig. 1~f!, the intensity distribution shows
of
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high-intensity features at theK points, derived from the up-
permosts band, while Fig. 1~g! shows high intensity fea-
tures at both theK and theM points, which stem from the
upper and lowers bands. Finally, Fig. 1~h! was recorded
near the bottom of the lower twos bands, which are the
lowest valence bands. A more complete discussion of
valence band structure of graphite derived from our exp
ments will be given elsewhere.22

Theoretically simulated photoelectron distribution imag
are shown in Fig. 2 for the same binding energies as in F
1. These images assume a plane-wave electron final s
and use detailed LDA wave functions for initial states. Wa
functions were constructed using a basis set described in
23. However, the desired Fourier components of the w
functions ~corresponding to photoelectron momentumk!
were corrected for the difference between pseudopoten
and full-potential wave functions in atomic core region
Initial-state band energies used were not LDA band energ
but were corrected as suggested by quasiparticle calcula
which evaluate the self-energy corrections in the Hyberts
Louie method.8 For details of our quasiparticle calculation
see Ref. 24.

Self-energy corrections to band energies are shown in
3. The LDA band width is 19.6 eV, and we find a value
21.8 eV60.2 eV after including self-energy corrections.25

FIG. 1. Selected photoelectron momentum distribution ima
for a variety of different binding energies. All images were r
corded at a kinetic energy of 130 eV and the exciting photon ene
was varied. The high-intensity features~shown as dark regions!
correspond tok-space regions of high density of state. Most pr
nounced,~a! shows the hexagonal structure ofK points, while~b! is
dominated by emission from theM points. TheG point is most
clearly identified at the bottom of the valence band~h!.
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The self-energy corrections are most negative
C(2s)-dominateds states, and decrease in magnitude
others states with smaller binding energy. Self-energy c
rections also introduce a stretching of the energy sc
around the Fermi energy for the almost purelyC(2p) p
states. One contribution to this stretching is analogous

FIG. 2. Simulated photoelectron momentum distributions co
sponding to the experimentally derived images of Fig. 1. The
culations are based on plane-wave electronic final states and
tailed LDA wave functions for initial states. For reference, the fi
~surface! Brillouin zone is depicted in~a! as well.

FIG. 3. Self-energy corrections to the LDA band energy
pseudopotential LDA band energy. Corrections and band ener
have been defined as zero at the Fermi level.
r
r
-
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LDA’s chronic underestimation of band gaps in nonmeta
That is, in a quasiparticle approach, different nodal char
ters of occupied and empty states lead to positive correct
to LDA band gaps through non-local self-energy effects. W
also observe a fairly uniform stretch of the energy scale
the lower portion of thep band, which is discussed below

It is tempting to infer that band widths are misestimat
by LDA in a manner correlated to metallicities. Howeve
there are several factors which influence the theoretically
rived band width, including many-body effects. This mea
that a theory, which more accurately takes such effects
account~as does the quasiparticle approach!, will be better
able to model experimental methods involving excited fin
states~such as photoelectron spectroscopy!. Dynamical cor-
relation effects can compress band widths, a fact which
intuitively explained by electrons in higher-lying states bei
virtually excited more easily across the Fermi level. The
correlation effects must be balanced with nonlocal excha
effects. However, in a canonical occupied band in an insu
tor, e.g.,F(2p) in LiF, localization to atomic sites occurs t
varying degrees depending on whether a state is near
bottom of a band or near the top. At higher energies, sta
typically have more nodes between atoms, so that they
correspondingly more concentrated between nodes, in a
ogy to the presence of one or more~axial! nodes in higher-
energy states of simple aromatic molecules.26 Exchange and
correlation effects are stronger in such high-density regio
and both LDA and quasiparticle calculations indica
exchange-correlation-induced compressions of what wo
otherwise be much wider bands. However, LDA typica
overestimates this compression, as mentioned above, lea
to a too narrowp band. Localization to atomic sites can als
lead to difficulties with the treatment of atomic states a
their relative energies. In diamond, for example, this affe
the energies ofC(2s)-derived states at the valence ba
minimum most strongly when band states are reference
C(2p) states at the valence band maximum.

To obtain accurate experimental information about
overall width of the valence band, we determined the Fe
energy by use of a Ta foil reference in electrical contact w
the graphite sample and investigated the closing of the
structure in the center of our images for binding energ
close to the bottom of the valence band, as shown in Fig
We analyzed a line scan across the image, along aK-G-K
direction ~full circles, solid line! and along anM -G-M di-
rection ~open circles, dashed line!. The center-of-mass pea
positions obtained from the line scans were plotted aga
the binding energy for the associated image and a parab
fit was applied to determine the binding energy at the bott
of the valence band. In both cases, the bottom of the b
was determined to be close to 22.0 eV. A conservative e
analysis led to an uncertainty of60.2 eV. However, we are
inclined to denote our result as 22.0 eV~10.2/20.4 eV! for
the following reasons: for binding energies slightly high
than the bottom of the valence band, a weak intensity ma
mum can be observed in the center of the images~i.e., at the
G point!. This is ascribed to a preferential forward focusin
of inelastically scattered electrons. Furthermore, the fin
energy resolution of the detector leads to a detection of
creased intensity at theG point for binding energies abov
the actual minimum, as well. Despite the fact that these
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PRB 59 4683BAND WIDENING IN GRAPHITE
fects have a very small influence on the final result~,0.1
eV!, we have increased the error margin towards lower v
ues, since all the above-mentioned effects would overe
mate the valence band width. Our experimental value ag
with our quasiparticle calculations within the error margi
and is 11% larger than the corresponding local density b
width of 19.6 eV. Because of the essentially tw
dimensional character of graphite, no dispersion perpend
lar to the surface has to be considered at the bottom of
valence band, where we are dealing with in-planes orbitals
~see, e.g., Ref. 16!. We would like to note that, in the prese
experimental and analytical approach, the position of the b
tom of the band is determined by the flanks of the parab
fit, i.e., by theki values of the lowests bands for energies
abovethe bottom of the valence band. It is therefore possi
to determine the binding energy of the bottom of the vale
band very accurately without having to rely on a moment
distribution image at that exact binding energy.

It is pertinent to motivate discrepancies between the v
ous experimental results. Experimental factors will certai

FIG. 4. Parabolic fit to the bottom of the lowers band, as
derived from peak positions of line scans across photoelectron
mentum distribution images along aK-G-K direction ~full circles,
solid line! and anM -G-M direction ~open circles, dashed line!.
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include differences in resolution and energy calibratio
Moreover, the intensity of the relevant features near t
Fermi energy and near the bottom of the valence band is v
small as compared to the more pronounced valence feat
of the graphite band structure~note that the intensity of each
image in Fig. 1 is rescaled to optimally utilize the gra
scale!. While intensity information is not required for ou
determination of the band width, it strongly affects resu
obtained using conventional angle-resolved photoemiss
spectra in the energy-dispersive mode. In the latter case,
intensity information is the main criterion for the identifica
tion of states that are convoluted into monotonous spec
line shapes, such as at the bottom of the valence band.
thermore, our determination of the band width is independ
of the intrinsic width of the band features and, to a lar
extent, independent of the energy resolution of the detec
because a broadening in energy leads to a mostly symme
momentum broadening in the recorded images, except
images at the very bottom of the valence band. This is
contrast to results from conventional spectra, where the
termination of the bottom of the valence band is direct
affected by the intrinsic widths of band features and the e
ergy resolution of the experimental setup.

In summary, we present a high-accuracy determination
the valence band width of graphite. Both the experimen
result of 22.0 eV~10.2/20.4 eV! and our quasiparticle cal-
culations ~21.8 eV60.2 eV! exceed theoretical predictions
based on the local-density approximation by 11%. These
sults quantify the accuracy limits associated with the wide
used local density approximation and might lead towar
efficient methods to improve it.
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